Plinth and Fascia
Installation
Instructions
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Important
Unpack and check the product is complete and undamaged.
?
?
Any defects must be reported to your point of purchase before

assembly/installation and before disposal of packaging.
?
Claims for imperfections will only be accepted prior to
assembly/installation.
?
Ensure that the floor the plinth is to be mounted onto is solid with no
movement.

Safety
?
When drilling wall or floors, check first for hidden pipes and cables.
?
Use safety eyewear when drilling.
?
Keep small parts away from children.

Tools Required
Pozi-head screwdriver
?
Flat head screwdriver
?
Power drill
?
5mm drill bit
?

Fine toothed saw
?
Tape measure
?
Pencil
?
Spirit level
?

Fixings & Fittings Supplied
M8 Lock nuts
910 / 1000
Qty x6

1200 OS
Qty x7

M6 x 20 Screws
910 / 1000
Qty x6

1200 OS
Qty x7

18mm Washers
910 / 1000
Qty x6

1200 OS
Qty x7

6 x 60 CSK Screws
Qty x10
Plinth Legs
910 / 1000
Qty x6

1200 OS
Qty x7

L Shaped Blocks
Qty x5

Cleaning
We recommend the use of warm soapy water or a mild detergent on a
regular basis, do not use harsh abrasives as these can damage the product
surfaces
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Position the tray into place tight against
the walls. Using the tray as a template,
mark the position of the waste hole and
front perimeter for the fascia panel. We
advise waste hole be positioned at front
for easy access.
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Fit floor mounted ‘L’ shaped blocks to
perimeter line using appropriate fixings
for your floor construction. The block
needs to be set back from the line as
shown, with the outermost edge
reaching to the perimeter line drawn.

7

Position trap to markings and connect
waste pipe.
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3

Position baseboard so that it is equally
spaced between the walls and the front
perimeter line. Ensure waste hole sits
over the template drawn on the floor
and mark the position of the plinth feet
(through the 45mm dia. holes).

Remove baseboard ensuring all lines
are clearly visible.
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5

Attach adjustable feet, with locknut
placed half-way down leg. Set height
from floor to top of frame to 92mm
(110mm with board). This allows
enough space for the moulded fascia,
which measures approximately 107mm
in height.

8

Check level and that correct height is
set. Adjust legs if necessary before
tightening locknuts to secure. Fix feet
to floor using appropriate fixings for
your floor construction.

9

Fix baseboard to plinth using the
engineering screws and washers
provided.

Install tray according to tray installation
instructions.
The tray may overhang the board
slightly. Connect waste to trap following
the instructions supplied for this.

Fitting the moulded fascia
The showertray needs to be set to 110mm, giving 3-4mm
allowance for the moulded panel. Panels are unhanded so will
require trimming with a fine tooth saw. 5mm diameter pilot
holes need to be drilled in facing edge of Plinth Baseboard
above ‘L’ shaped blocks and Nylon Adjusting Screws positioned
to help support top of moulded panel. Secure panel in place
with 20mm screws and cover caps provided (a 4mm hole may
be needed for the screw in the ‘L’ shaped blocks).

We have taken great care to ensure that this product reaches you in good condition. However,
should any parts be damaged or missing, please contact your point of purchase. This does not
affect your statutory rights. In addition, if you require replacement parts, your point of purchase
will be happy to assist.

